### Time | Course # | Course Title | Building | Room | Faculty | Restrictions/Notes
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
#### MORNING
8:00 AM
- 8:50 AM | F220 | Japanese II | Hatfield | 205 | Yuri Kumagai |
9:00 AM
- 9:00 AM | ENG 170 | The English Language | Seelye | 211 | Doug Patey |
- 9:50 AM | CHI 110 | Intensive Beginning Chinese | Hatfield | 203 | Jessica Moyer |
- 9:50 AM | LAT 212 | Intermediate Latin | Hatfield | 201 | Scott Bradbury |
- 9:50 AM | JP119 | Japanese | Hatfield | 205 | Joannah Peterson | Limited open seats (5) |
- 9:10 AM | CHI 301 | Chinese III | Seelye | 206 | Lu Yu |
- 9:10 AM | GER 200 | Intermediate German/The German Environment | Hatfield | 204 | Judith Keeler-Mayer |
- 9:20 AM | ITL 235 | Intermediate Italian Conversation 235 | Wright | 2 | Elisabetta Drudi | The class will be taught in Italian |
- 9:20 AM | FRN 220 | High Intermediate French | Seelye | 208 | Jonathan Gosnell |
- 9:20 AM | LAT 100 | Elementary Latin | Seelye | 304 | Nancy Shumate | Limited open seats (3) |
- 9:20 AM | CHM 111 | General Chemistry | McConnell | 103 | Cristina Suarez |
- 9:20 AM | FYS 146 | Can Women Have Adventures? | Seelye | 105 | Margaret Brazillius | Fridays are workshop days for the class. |
- 9:20 AM | JUD 101 | Elementary Modern Hebrew I | Deerey | 104 | Joanna Caravita |
- 9:20 AM | BIO 202 | Cell Biology | Ford Hall | 240 | Stylianos P. Scordilis |
- 9:20 AM | SDS/MTH 220 | Introduction to Probability and Statistics | Sabin-Reed | 301 | David Rockoff | Limited open seats (5) |
- 9:20 AM | GOV 230 | Chinese Politics | Sabin-Reed | 224 | Sara Newland | Small seminar with limited seats (4) |
- 9:50 AM | PHY 118 | Introductory Physics II | McConnell | 204 | Travis Norsen |
- 9:10 PM | CHM 331 | Physical Chemistry I: Quantum Mechanics | Sealye | 312 | Kate Queeney |
10:00 AM
- 10:50 AM | JPN 110 | Japanese | Hatfield | 205 | Joannah Peterson | Limited open seats (6) |
- 10:50 AM | JPN 220 | Japanese II | Seelye | 302 | Yuri Kumagai |
- 10:50 AM | POR 109 | Elementary Portuguese | Seelye | 211 | Marguerite J. Harrison |
- 10:50 AM | ENG 199 | Methods in Literary Study | Seelye | 202 | Floyd Cheung | Limited open seats (5) |
- 10:50 AM | CHI 110 | Intensive Beginning Chinese | Hatfield | 203 | Jessica Moyer |
- 10:50 AM | MTH 212 | Multivariate Calculus | Burton | 219 | Christophe Golé |
- 10:50 AM | PHY 210 | Math Methods for Physics and Engineering | Sabin-Reed | 308 | Gary Felder |
11:00 AM
- 11:50 AM | SPN 220 | Intermediate Spanish | Seelye | 208 | Silvia Berger |
- 11:50 AM | JPN 110 | Japanese | Hatfield | 205 | Joannah Peterson | Limited open seats (6) |
- 11:50 AM | JPN 301 | Japanese III | Seelye | 102 | Yuri Kumagai |
- 11:50 AM | CHI 110 | Intensive Beginning Chinese | Hatfield | 203 | Jessica Moyer |
- 11:50 AM | KOR 101 | Beginning Korean | Wright Hall | 2 | Suk Massey |
- 11:00 PM | THE 100 | The Art of Theatre Design | Mandenhall CPA 109 | Ed Cheek |
- 11:12 PM | POR 200 | Intermediate Portuguese | Hatfield | 201 | Simone Gugliotta |
- 11:12 PM | PORT 125 | Beginning Portuguese for Spanish-Speakers | Hatfield | 206 | Malcolm McNeel | Limited open seats (4) |
- 11:12 PM | GER 203 | Intermediate German/The German Environment | Hatfield | 204 | Judith Keeler-Mayer |
- 11:12 PM | PHY 360 | General Relativity | Sabin-Reed | 308 | Gary Felder |
- 11:12 PM | GRK 100 | Beginning Greek | Burton | 307 | Rebecca Worsham |
- 11:12 PM | RES 100 | Elementary Russian | Hatfield | 107 | Irina Kogel |
- 11:12 PM | ENV/ECO 150 | Mapping Our World: An Introduction to GIS | Sabin-Reed | 104 | Jack Lovelace |
- 11:12 PM | LSS 261 | Visual Storytelling | Burton | 406 | Reid Bertone-Johnson | A student will be teaching half of the class. |
- 11:12 PM | GEO 231 | Invertebrate Paleontology and the History of Life | Sabin Reed | 103 | Sara Pruss | All are welcome! |
- 11:12 PM | LOG 100 | Valid and Invalid reasoning: What Follows from What and What Follows from That? | Seelye | 106 | Jay L Garfield and Eric Snyder |
- 11:12 PM | ARH 258 | The Arts in Eighteenth-Century France | Hillyer | 103 | John Moore |
- 11:12 PM | CSC 111 | Introduction to Computer Science Through Programming | Stoddard | 62 | R. Jordan Crouser |
#### AFTERNOON
1:00 PM
- 1:20 PM | SPN 220 | Intermediate Spanish | Burton | 209 | Silvia Berger |
- 1:20 PM | ARHCLS 217 | Greek Art and Archaeology | Smith College Art Museum | 107 | Rebecca Worsham | Class is typically held in Seeyle, but today we will be in the museum |
- 1:20 PM | ITL 111 | Accelerated Elementary Italian I | Hatfield | 105 | Simone Gugliotta |
- 1:23 PM | GOV 232 | Comparative Political Economy | Sage | 215 | Sara Newland |
- 1:20 PM | JPN 350 | Japanese Contemporary Texts | Wright | 238 | Atsuko Takahashi | Limited open seats (5) |
- 1:30 PM | NSC 230 | Methods in Neuroscience (LAB) | Bass | 102 | Narendra Pathak/Beth Powell | Students will be presenting ideas for independent projects. |
- 1:40 PM | CHM 118 | Advanced General Chemistry (LAB) | Ford | 226 | Joe Yeager | Families will need to wear lab coats and glasses (which I will provide). |
- 1:40 PM | DAN 142 | West African Dance | Mandenhall Center | 302 | Marilyn M. Sylla |
3:00 PM | FYS 156 | Fantasies of Germanness in American Popular Culture | Hatfield Hall | 204 | Joseph McVeigh | Limited open seats (4) |
4:30 PM | Get Fit Smith | Pilates on the Ball | Ainsworth | 151 | Rosalie Peri |